Enjin Wallet Brings Usability to
Blockchain Gaming by Joining FIO
With in-game crypto and blockchain assets edging closer to
mainstream adoption following the release of Enjin’s Blockchain
SDK for Unity, making this technology easier to use has become a
priority. By joining FIO, Enjin aims to do just that.
DENVER, CO — 17 April 2019: Enjin, creators of the world’s most secure mobile cryptocurrency and
blockchain asset wallet, has today announced a continued effort to make using crypto and blockchain
technology as easy as possible by joining the Foundation for Interwallet Operability (FIO), a move
expected to boost the usability of both cryptocurrencies and fungible/non-fungible tokens. In joining
the consortium comprised of more than 15 members from leading crypto wallets and exchanges, Enjin
has expressed their intention to integrate the FIO Protocol into the Enjin Wallet.
The FIO Protocol is a decentralized service layer that enables several major usability features across
any blockchain, token, or coin. This includes functionality that puts an end to the need for a
64-character gibberish alphanumeric string to transfer crypto, integrated request for payment workflow
that virtually eliminates errors when sending crypto, and standardized metadata that provides context
for the purpose of a transaction. Future roadmap items include subscription billing, multi-signature
routing for security, and cross-wallet data visibility.
“Normalizing the use of human-readable addresses is paramount to achieving long-term, mass
adoption of blockchain,” said Maxim Blagov, Enjin CEO. “We are proud to work alongside FIO to push
for mainstream accessibility of this technology and work toward a decentralized future that everyone
can partake in with zero learning curve. The FIO Protocol is an essential tool to make this happen.”
The FIO Protocol is particularly valuable where non-fungible tokens and collectibles are concerned,
an area in which Enjin is a driving force for adoption. The collaboration between Enjin and FIO will
allow for easier navigation and transfer of tokens between wallets, gamers, and the multi-game
universe (the “multiverse”), while opening the door to other features such as reverse lookups of
existing non-fungible tokens.
"We are delighted for Enjin to join FIO, as there’s tremendous synergy between our teams. With their
plans to make decentralized assets cross-universe and exchangeable between gaming platforms,
Enjin’s vision is totally in sync with the Foundation’s goal to make tokens easier and less risky to
move between wallets and exchanges and outside of the ‘walled gardens’ of each blockchain,"
commented David Gold, Founder and CEO of Dapix, the team behind the protocol’s development.
To celebrate Enjin's coming integration of the FIO Protocol to further advance the seamless, intuitive
experience of the Enjin Wallet, FIO is hosting a giveaway and offering free "FIO Express" tokens to all
qualifying participants. As an ERC-1155 blockchain asset, the FIO Express token will be playable in
22 games. Interested participants can visit https://enj.li/fioexpress to enter.
FIO sits alongside all other blockchains providing a decentralized layer of messaging, communication,
and workflow about the sending of value on those blockchains. FIO does not send crypto value—it

makes the sending of value on any blockchain better. Additionally, FIO is not a wallet—it enables all
wallets to be safer and more user-friendly.
Crypto wallets, exchanges, and payment processors can learn more about the Foundation and the
benefits of becoming a member by visiting https://fio.foundation/.
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About FIO Protocol:
The Foundation for Interwallet Operability (FIO) is a consortium of leading wallets, exchange, and
crypto payment processors supporting the FIO Protocol -- a decentralized Service Layer that removes
the risk, complexity, and inconvenience of sending and receiving tokens and coins identically across
every blockchain. The FIO Protocol is not a wallet and does not compete with other blockchains,
rather, it makes the user experience better across every wallet and every blockchain.
To learn more visit: https://fio.foundation/
About Enjin:
Enjin is a leading blockchain ecosystem developer offering a suite of user-first products that enable
anyone to easily create, manage, trade, store, explore, distribute, and integrate blockchain assets.
The Enjin Wallet is an ultra-secure, feature-packed mobile cryptocurrency and blockchain asset wallet
that features support for 700+ cryptocurrencies and next-generation ERC-1155 assets, in-wallet token
swap, and the world’s first QR airdrop system. For more information, visit https://enjin.io.

